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Note:
All documents remain unchanged except section or parts added to, revised, deleted and/or clarified by
this Addendum.
1.

The responses to the questions received by the RFI deadline of April 25, 2022 at 5:00pm are shown
below:
Q1: Do we need to title each page with Proposal Form A, Proposal Form B, etc.
A1: Yes. All proposals must be submitted in the exact format requested in the RFQP.
Q2: Within the SOW, it indicates that the hauler is required to process the waste to separate and
recycle all recyclables with a minimum percentage to be diverted from the waste stream. Due to
the recent State legislature, it requires all Comm'l businesses/entities to maintain 3 separate
waste streams (Trash, Recycling, Organics). Will there be an addendum to expand the rate sheet
to include all three waste streams separately? Anymore, it would be out of compliance to service
your locations as trash only to then "sort" on the backend. We call this practice "dirty mrf'n" which
does bring exposure to your facilities. This is referenced in the new SB 1383 regulations.
A2: The District will provide a response to this question in a future addendum.
Q3: Do you have the current rates available?
A3: The District will provide this information in a future addendum.
Q4: Based on the chat I see there are only 4 bidders.
A4: The five contractors listed below attended the mandatory pre-proposal meeting:
- CR&R Incorporated
- Alpha Petroleum Transport Inc
- Action Cleanup Environmental Services, Inc
- LGC Global Energy FM
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Q5: Do you have the current rates available?
A5: The current rates will be provided in a future addendum.
Q6: Will WARE be participating in the RFP for retention purposes?
A6: WARE did not participate at the mandatory pre-proposal meeting.
Q7: Did you give a new date for the negotiations if necessary?
A7: A new date for interviews and negotiations will be provided in a future addendum.
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